EXPLOSIVE DEMOLITION

Multi-ton structural steel sections were ejected laterally – up to 600 ft. away at 50 mph.

Explosive pyroclastic-like clouds with symmetrical plumes of arching debris, dust, and smoke characterize the destruction of the Twin Towers.

Isolated high velocity ejections, indicating explosives, also seen 20 – 60 stories below the progressing destruction zone.

EXPLOSIVE AFTERMATH

Each 110-story office tower was reduced to a small 2-story pile of building contents and structural steel – the debris was distributed in a 1400 ft. diameter.

FDNY found several tons of molten metal “flowing like lava” under all 3 high-rises many weeks after 9/11.

Highly energetic nano-thermite incendiary/explosive chips were discovered in WTC dust samples.

Microspheres formed from molten iron were found in the WTC dust samples collected by US agencies and other scientists, and contain the chemical signature of thermite.
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